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QUESTION 1

Therese wants to write some LotusScript code that steps through every document in a view and displays the "Title" field.
She currently has the following code written: Dim session As New NotesSession Dim db As NotesDatabase Dim view
As NotesView Dim doc As NotesDocument Set db = session.CurrentDatabase Set view = db.GetView( "By Category")
Set doc = view.GetFirstDocument Do Until (doc Is Nothing) Print doc.Title(0) \\'** MISSING CODE ** Loop What does
she need to add on the ** MISSING CODE ** line to make the code work properly? 

A. Call view.GetNextDocument() 

B. Set doc = view.GetNextDocument() 

C. Set doc = view.GetNextDocument(doc) 

D. Nothing. The code will work properly as-is. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What function does the Formula type field perform? 

A. It allows documents to precompute specific values based on user input. 

B. It allows @Formula statements to be entered in a document without executing. 

C. It allows documents of interest to be served via subscriptions in the Headlines database. 

D. It allows multiple values in a field to be validated against a defined @Formula statement. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Julie wants to have a view action display in a custom pop-up menu when the right mouse button is clicked. How can she
do this? 

A. Set the Action bar to "Include in right mouse button menu". 

B. Set the Action button to "Include in right mouse button menu". 

C. Set the view property to "Include actions in right mouse button menu". 

D. Set the database property to "Include actions in right mouse button menu". 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Henry has an executable file stored as a file resource in his database. He wants to make this file available for use via a
Web browser, using the URL syntax: http://server/db.nsf/filename?OpenFileResource. What additional things does he
need to do? 

A. He needs to enable the "Use File Resources on the Web" database property. 

B. An executable file cannot be made available to Web browsers as a file resource. 

C. He doesn\\'t need to do anything else. The file will be available to users as is. 

D. He needs to update the MIME type property in the File Resource properties field to "application/executable." 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Jarrod wrote an agent that begins with the following LotusScript code: Dim session As New NotesSession Dim db As
NotesDatabase Dim view As NotesView Dim doc As NotesDocument Set db = session.CurrentDatabase Set view =
db.GetView( "By Category" ) Set doc = view.GetDocumentByKey( "kitten" ) When the agent runs, which document will
be referenced by the "doc" variable? 

A. The first document in the By Category view that contains the word "kitten" in any field 

B. The first document in the By Category view that has a value of "kitten" in the first sorted column 

C. The first document in the By Category view that has any value in the column with an alias of "kitten" 

D. If the database is full-text indexed, the first document in the By Category view that contains the word "kitten" in any
field. If the database is not full-text indexed, the "doc" variable will be empty. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Donna created a full-text index for the PerformanceReview database, and she was careful to select the "Index
encrypted fields" option. But the HR managers, who all have the secret key that they use to encrypt the data, have
reported that their search results are not yielding the expected results. What is one possible reason for this? 

A. The full-text index was created with an id that did not include an encryption key capable of decrypting fields before
indexing. 

B. The "Index encrypted fields" setting applies only to documents added after the full-text index is created or to
documents edited and saved after the index is created. 

C. The "Index encrypted fields" setting enables the indexing. The next step before creating the index is to designate the
specific encrypted fields that are to be indexed. 

D. Encrypted fields can be indexed only from a database replica residing on the administration server as specified on
the Advanced tab of the database ACL. Donna had indexed the database on the application server. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Anika has been told that users can not use the embedded view on a form because it is too wide. On Anika\\'s screen
setting for 1920 resolution, the form uses only 25 percent of her screen. What can Anika do to allow users to use the full
width of their screen, regardless of their resolution, while using an embedded view? 

A. Anika can set the Form properties to use only 85 percent of the screen width. 

B. Anika can set the Text properties of the form to 85 percent of the screen width. 

C. Anika can set the Display options for the embedded view to "fit to window". 

D. Anika can set the Display properties of the embedded view to use only 85 percent of the screen width. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

When the Print statement is used in a Web agent, such as WebQuerySave, what does the Print statement do? 

A. Nothing. The Print statement is ignored in Web agents. 

B. Output from all Print statements is sent to the server log. 

C. Output from all Print statements is sent to the browser for display. 

D. Output from all Print statements is sent to the browser\\'s status bar. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

In the Video form, the OrderDate field (which shows when the video can be ordered) is calculated based on the Date
field (which displays the release date). The order date is 30 days prior to the release date. Which one of the following
formulas will calculate the OrderDate value? 

A. @Number(Date) - 30 

B. @Adjust(Date;0;0;30;0;0;0) 

C. @Adjust(Date;0;0;-30;0;0;0) 

D. @If(Date != "";Date - 30;@Failure("There is no current release date")) 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 10

Ted is in a group that has Author access in the Review application\\'s ACL. However, he cannot edit a review he
created. Which one of the following is the most likely reason? 

A. Authors can only create documents. 

B. He must have Editor or higher access to modify documents. 

C. The developer neglected to include an Authors field to the Review form. 

D. The developer neglected to select the "modify documents" option in the ACL. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Maria wants to populate a list with the values "Alpha", "Beta", and "Gamma". What syntax should she use in the
formula? 

A. "Alpha", "Beta", "Gamma" 

B. "Alpha" and "Beta" and "Gamma" 

C. "Alpha"; "Beta"; "Gamma" 

D. "Alpha": "Beta": "Gamma" 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Hermes wants to program a button to allow a user to modify the Status field to a value of "Approved" on the document
that they are currently editing in the Lotus Notes client. Which of the following fragments of LotusScript code will do
that? 

A. Dim workspace As New NotesUIWorkspace Dim doc As NotesDocument Set doc = workspace.CurrentDocument
doc.Status = "Approved" 

B. Dim workspace As New NotesUIWorkspace Dim uidoc As NotesUIDocument Set uidoc =
workspace.CurrentDocument uidoc.Status = "Approved" 

C. Dim workspace As New NotesUIWorkspace Dim field As NotesUIField Set field = workspace.GetField( "Status" ) Call
field.SetText( "Approved" ) 

D. Dim workspace As New NotesUIWorkspace Dim uidoc As NotesUIDocument Set uidoc =
workspace.CurrentDocument Call uidoc.FieldSetText( "Status", "Approved" ) 

Correct Answer: D 
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